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MONEY
ISN’T

ALWAYS
EVERYTHING

Today’s workforce is
looking for more than
just cash from their
employers
BY VIRGINIA MCMORROW

M

ost individuals, when seeking a
job, share common expectations:
competitive pay and benefits, the
possibility of promotion, and the
opportunity to develop skills. But beyond these hopes,
what really makes employees tick? What motivates
individuals to ensure that they remain satisfied, loyal,
and productive? And what should employers offer?
Leadership today continues to face challenges in
uncovering ways to engage the workforce. Throwing
money at employees, in the form of market-driven
pay and bonuses, isn’t everything—not anymore.
Younger employees, particularly those with families, expect more in terms of their work-life balance
and other desirable prerequisites. Providing such
motivational options can be a significant plus for the
employer by demonstrating not only that leadership
cares about employee needs, but that employees are
also a valuable asset to the company.
MATCHING THE RIGHT PERSON
TO THE RIGHT JOB
Sometimes, it’s about more than benefits or perks.
“Positive results do not come only by throwing
money or carrots at people, such as generous reward
programs or budgets for training programs that
sound encouraging but only offer a general effort to
boost employees’ morale without focus on individual
talent and personalized know-how and skill development,” says Ali Kursun, managing partner and
founder of sparkChief & Co., a workforce strategy,
talent management, and rewards consulting firm.
Kursun explains in his sparkchief.com article
“What if Every Employee Had a Talent Agent?”:
“Whatever steps are undertaken to promote the
[talent agent] concept would not require large
financial investments to nudge the mind and
the thinking of managers. Instead, the approach
demands some form of collaborative creative thinking—perhaps expanding the scope and responsibilities of mentorship or coaching programs, or
actually including the term ‘act like a talent agent’
in the position description of managers. By giving
managers more responsibility and accountability—
and leadership must emphasize accountability—to
help others to succeed, and not just themselves, the
entire workforce could rise to the occasion.”
Kursun concludes, “Managers would benefit by
asking their subordinates two questions: What do
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you want to do? What do you do well? The answers,
when combined, should be able to point the employee’s job duties in the right direction. It’s simple
common sense: By matching the individual employee
with the task best suited to that person’s skills and
know-how, everybody wins.”
CERTAIN PERKS, KUDOS, AND GIFTS
Smart employers, of course, know that they don’t
have to spend tons of money to show employees
how much they mean to the organization and the
value of their contributions. Small perks may, indeed,
say more about the company’s culture than huge
bonuses. Several common types of noncash options,
cited by Joe Lopykinski on theoverturegroup.com,
include the following:
• Rewards, such as a pair of tickets to see a movie or
concert, gift certificates to a popular restaurant, or
even gym membership discounts.
• Employee recognition, perhaps through a celebration, reserved parking spot, or a photo in the
company’s “Hall of Fame.”
• Advancement opportunities to work on more
meaningful and challenging projects.
• Flexibility in working hours or work-from-home
options.
• Work-life benefits such as a day off “on the company.”
• Personal development opportunities for online or
local off-site training classes paid by the company.
• Monthly mentoring luncheons with senior
management.
Lopykinski refers to Google as a company that continuously sees its name near the top of best-placesto-work lists. “Google recognizes that culture drives
everything, and if they take care of their people, their
people will take care of everything else,” he writes.
“Many of their recognition programs cost very little,
but it’s the recognition and perception of being truly
valued that have enabled them to succeed.”
A company car is another desirable perk, says
digital marketer Irma Hunkeler in an article on
recruiter.com. In “6 of the Best Nonfinancial Incentives
for Employees,” she explains the rationale: “Offering
company cars to employees who travel a lot is a
fantastic way to show how much you care. … A company car can give an employee a sense of independence and autonomy. From a practical perspective,
it means they don’t have to worry about filling out
expense forms each month.”

MONETARY INCENTIVES

NONMONETARY INCENTIVES

PROS

CONS

PROS

CONS

• Monetary incentives
are always expected.
• You could retain
employees for
longer.
• Money speaks
louder than most
perks.

• More money doesn’t
always mean more
loyalty.
• Monetary benefits
can’t fix cultural
problems.
• Monetary incentives
are hard on the
budget.

• Good fringe benefits
attract millennials.
• Nonmonetary
incentives are trending now.
• Many of these benefits are inexpensive.

• Some nonmonetary
incentives can be a
waste of money.
• Full participation isn’t always
guaranteed.
• Nonmonetary
incentives can be
an organizational
nightmare.

Options for employers are seemingly endless.
Randstad.com offers other popular ideas that have the
ability to generate enthusiasm from employees:
• Create a monthly office theme day to boost
morale—for example, an international food day for
which each staff member brings a dish from their
country of origin.
• Provide the opportunity for staff to engage in volunteer work, which not only can offer a nice break
from the office but also increases morale through
altruistic pursuits.
• For businesses with multiple office locations,
offer a change of scenery by switching roles for
a week or month.
These creative policies have the potential to
enhance the company’s image in both the eyes of
the public and the employee, while meeting the
needs of the individual—thereby enriching the
employee experience.
THE EXPATRIATE EXPERIENCE
AND ITS HIDDEN BENEFITS
There is another perspective that is particularly
relevant to the talent mobility community: the
opportunities that assignments can provide to
talented individuals.
Whether a move is to a domestic or international location, employees typically receive pay
and benefit advantages to compensate for uprooting the individual and any family members. But
when it comes to foreign assignments, employers
often forget or ignore intangibles that accompany
employee mobility—intangibles that leadership

should promote to its advantage when employees
focus only on pay and benefits.
International assignees—and family members who
go along—have the opportunity to experience the
nuances of an unfamiliar culture, acquire language
skills, broaden their worldview, and interact with
local residents during everyday transactions such as
school, shopping, transportation, dining, and others.
Many companies also implement programs to assist
working spouses in their search to find a position in
the host country—or may offer other options to meet
their needs for educational study or volunteer efforts.
Further, the employee, now away from headquarters, is able to hone leadership, problem-solving, and
initiative skills—not only boosting the individual’s
personal development on the job, but also increasing
the chance of success in achieving the goals of the
assignment. On repatriation, or even reassignment
to another location, these abilities can become useful
and valuable additions to the employee’s skill set.
Worldwide ERC®’s blog post “Mobility as a
Reward or Incentive” illustrates the positive points
of international assignments. “We know that younger
professionals crave experiences. After all, we’re living
in an era where the word ‘bleisure’ is entering our
vocabulary (when employees combine business and
leisure travel). According to a study by the Global
Business Travel Association Foundation, millennials
extended work trips for leisure at twice the rate of
baby boomers and at a rate 15% higher than [that of]
Gen X travelers,” notes the article.
It goes on to say, “Imagine if rewards were
experiences rather than financial remuneration.
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What if a short-term global assignment [were]
incentive for meeting deliverables, or employers
added a ‘bleisure’ element to a business trip for
executing a successful project on time and under
budget? What if companies looked to mobility
and leveraged it as a component of their rewards
program? It sounds … well, rewarding. Think of
the possibilities for innovative companies, which
are already well positioned to tap into existing
mobility opportunities!”
Applying reward programs or travel experiences
such as these within the mobility industry can have
significant benefits. Offering relocation managers
the chance to spend time at another office outside
of their home country and work alongside their
colleagues in a new culture can go a very long way
toward increasing not only team connectivity, but
greater empathy toward and understanding of
what their globally mobile clients or associates and
their families are going through, too. (See “Two
Weeks in a Transferee’s Shoes” in the January 2020
edition of Mobility.)
THE THOUGHT BEHIND THE POLICY
All these concepts are well and good. But before
implementing creative noncash ideas or programs to motivate employees, leadership needs to
understand the rationale for using them in order
to develop the right policy. “Companies have long
struggled with employee engagement and continue
to do so,” according to “5 Reasons Why Employees
Prefer Noncash Incentives and Rewards,” an article
on engagementtrends.com. And so, different forms of
incentive compensation programs are popular. But
noncash benefits do work, according to the article,
for the following reasons:
1. Cash (salary) is already the main work incentive.
Other cash rewards are quickly forgotten and provide very little long-term value to the business.
2. Tangible gifts have the symbolic, lasting value of
a trophy, making the employee feel proud and
important.
3. A desire to attain higher socio-professional status
drives employee engagement.
4. Gifts are part of our lives and environments. They
remind us of the occasion when they were given
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to us and are inherently associated with the person
who surprised us with them.
5. Often, what really makes us happy when receiving
a gift is that we would not have spent money to
purchase it ourselves.
“If there’s one thing to remember here,” the article
goes on to say, “it’s that employees tend to value real
and tangible rewards as part of your company recognition efforts much more than the cash equivalent.
Making room for recognition and gratitude at work is
super important to obtaining success as a business in
today’s competitive work environment.”
BUT DOES NONCASH HAVE
A DOWNSIDE?
In spite of the positive results that will hopefully
emerge from implementing creative ideas, some
argue against using noncash compensation without
careful consideration. In an article on its website, “The
Pros and Cons of Monetary Versus Nonmonetary
Incentives for Employees,” Inproma—an employee
engagement and rewards solutions company—cites
the advantages and disadvantages of both options.
The company goes on to explain what it considers
to be the highest return on investment: a really fantastic employee rewards program. “Good employee
rewards programs motivate employees with namebrand products they love. Think Apple, Bose, Nike,
and Fossil—names that mean much more than an
outdated points system. ... Whether your program
includes custom uniforms or valuable gifts employees can use and display in the office, custom rewards
programs spread like wildfire through the office.
Everyone wants to get involved and achieve the
rewards they see their colleagues earning.”
But there are other perspectives to consider,
according to Karrie Lucero in a 27 March 2019 blog on
xactlycorp.com. In “How to Use Noncash Rewards to
Motivate Employees,” she writes, “The most effective
incentives motivate specific behaviors that will help
companies achieve their goals. … When introduced
to potential rewards, workers find it motivating to
envision themselves obtaining said perks; for example, seeing themselves relaxing on a Hawaiian beach
or cheering their heads off in the middle of the action
at a high-profile sporting event. With cash, it’s hard to

dream up such enjoyment, leaving many to just think
about using extra funds to pay off a credit card bill or
pad their savings.”
On the other hand, Lucero explains, “Noncash
incentives can also result in the building of tradition, while building a dynamic company culture.
If that noncash prize becomes something like an
annual ski trip that everyone looks forward to,
you now have a noncash reward that has become
a focal point for the organization’s employees to
rally around. Lastly, another benefit of noncash
rewards is the fact that they must be consumed,
often in some form of a memorable experience.
Thus, employees earn their reward, experience it,
and then return to work refreshed and rejuvenated
to tackle the next challenge.”
THE BOTTOM LINE: DO THE HOMEWORK
Times—and people—have changed dramatically. While competitive salary and recognition
bonuses are essential as a foundation for engaging
employees, noncash rewards continue to gain in
popularity. Alternative options can transform the
incentive into a personal reward, recognizing the
individual’s contribution and demonstrating the
employer’s gratitude.
As with any policy, HR should research the options,
determine the most suitable ones, understand the
rationale for implementing them, consider the ramifications, communicate the programs, and implement them
effectively. But remember: Just as one should not simply
throw money at employees, one should not throw
meaningless perks their way, either. M
Virginia McMorrow is a freelance writer and editor with
many years of experience in the global talent mobility, HR,
consulting, and publishing fields. She can be reached at
mobility@worldwideerc.org.
Keep the conversations going on this and
other topics by participating in our online
Community. Sign in at worldwideerc.org/
community with your Worldwide ERC®
username and password.
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